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QUESTION 1

Examine this query: 

What information does this query provide? 

A. total memory used across all connections associated with the user on connection number 10 

B. total memory used by the first 10 connections 

C. total memory used by thread number 10 

D. total memory used across all connections associated with the user on thread number 10 

E. total memory used by connection number 10 

F. total memory used by the first 10 threads 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

Which four connection methods can MySQL clients specify with the --protocol option when connecting to a MySQL
server? (Choose four.) 

A. TCP 

B. SOCKET 

C. PIPE 

D. DIRECT 

E. IPv6 

F. FILE 

G. IPv4 

H. MEMORY 

Correct Answer: ABCH 
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Reference: https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/8.0/en/connection-options.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine these statements and output: 

Which statement is true? 

A. The user is logged in with --user=accounting as an option. 

B. The user is authenticated as the anonymous proxy user `\\'@\\'%\\'. 

C. The user is authorized as the accounting@localhost user. 

D. The user is authorized as the rsmith@localhost user. 

E. The user failed to define a username and the connecting username defaulted to `\\'@\\'%\\'. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You have an InnoDB Cluster configured with three servers. 

Examine this command, which executes successfully: 

mysqldump -uroot -p -d mydatabase > mydatabase_backup.sql 

Due to data loss, the cluster is initialized and a restore is attempted resulting in this error: 

ERROR 13176 (HY000) at line 23: Cannot update GTID_PURGED with the Group Replication plugin running 

Which two actions, either one of which, can fix this error and allow a successful restore of the cluster? (Choose two.) 

A. Stop all instances except the primary read/write master instance and run the restore. 

B. Remove the @@GLOBAL.gtid_purged statement from the dump file. 

C. Create the backup by using the --set-gtid-purged=OFF option. 

D. Remove the group replication plugin from each instance before restoring. 
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E. Remove the @@GLOBAL.gtid_executed statement from the dump file. 

F. Restore using the --set-gtid-purged=OFF option. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://scriptingmysql.wordpress.com/2013/07/18/mysql-creating-and-restoring- database-backups- with-
mysqldump-and-mysql-enterprise-backup-part-1-of-2/ 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a MySQL system with 500 GB of data that needs frequent backups. 

You use a mix of MyISAM and InnoDB storage engines for your data. Examine your backup requirement: 

The MySQL system being backed up can never be unavailable or locked to the client applications. 

The recovery from the backup must work on any system. Only 1 hour of data can be lost on recovery of the backup. 

Which option fulfills all backup requirements? 

A. Take a physical backup of the MySQL system. 

B. Use the Clone Plugin to copy the data to another MySQL system. 

C. Take a logical backup of the MySQL system. 

D. Take your backup from a slave of the MySQL system. 

Correct Answer: C 
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